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the meaning of maintenance is the act of maintaining the state of being maintained support how to
use maintenance in a sentence maintenance otherwise known as technical maintenance refers to a set
of processes and practices that aim to ensure the continuous and efficient operation of machinery
equipment and other types of assets typically used in business the different types of maintenance
strategies include preventive maintenance includes regular and periodic time based schedules
corrective maintenance occurs when an issue is noticed predetermined maintenance follows a factory
schedule condition based maintenance occurs when a situation or condition indicates maintenance
maintenance refers to care or upkeep as of machinery or property or to the means of upkeep support
or subsistence how is maintenance different from living and livelihood find out on thesaurus com
understand about the most important concepts of maintenance preventive predictive and reactive
maintenance strategies explore key areas like reliability centered maintenance condition based
predictive maintenance and iso standards for effective asset management maintenance in the
workplace refers to the process of ensuring a certain equipment machine item or facility is in good
and working order before and after use it comes in different types namely preventive maintenance
corrective maintenance condition based maintenance planned maintenance predictive maintenance
risk based maintenance maintenance repair and operations mro are a discipline that manages both the
day to day as well as the long term process around manufacturing materials equipment and even the
actual factory itself allowing manufacturers to respond to supply chain issues proactively or in real
time what is equipment maintenance equipment maintenance is preserving the operational
reliability and functionality of various assets within a business including mechanical machinery tools
vehicles and technological systems it can be classified into various types preventive predictive and
corrective preventive maintenance is the act of performing regularly scheduled maintenance
activities to help prevent unexpected failures in the future put simply it s about fixing things before
they break how does preventative maintenance work equipment maintenance refers to maintenance
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activities performed by businesses to keep their equipment in proper working order in addition to
inventory management equipment maintenance includes both upkeep that is performed regularly
including proactive maintenance as well as any necessary maintenance tasks the process of keeping or
continuing something the office is charged with the maintenance of customary practices and
ceremonies maintenance noun u preserving the work needed to keep something in good condition
bridges require a lot of maintenance the work needed to keep a road building machine etc in good
condition old houses need a lot of maintenance there are thorough maintenance checks on each plane
before takeoff the magazine offers tips on cutting your house maintenance costs fewer examples most
maintenance teams have two goals to make machines as reliable as possible to keep machines available
and operating for as long as possible utilizing maintenance especially the right types makes those goals
a real possibility types of maintenance proper maintenance strategies are the key to maximizing
equipment performance reducing costs and increasing productivity learn how to choose the right
maintenance approach to ensure optimal equipment performance minimize downtime and improve
the bottom line manaswini rao noun ˈmeɪntənəns uncountable the act of keeping something in good
condition by checking or repairing it regularly the school pays for heating and the maintenance of
the buildings car maintenance see also high maintenance low maintenance extra examples oxford
collocations dictionary definitions on the go learn about the different types of maintenance and see
which types you should incooperate into your maintenance strategy for your business the technical
meaning of maintenance involves functional checks servicing repairing or replacing of necessary
devices equipment machinery building infrastructure and supporting utilities in industrial business
and residential installations there are 9 maintenance types split between preventive maintenance and
corrective maintenance preventive maintenance is done before a failure occurs and consists of
maintenance types like time based maintenance failure finding maintenance risk based maintenance
condition based maintenance and predictive maintenance maintenance ˈmeɪntnɪns ˈmeɪntɪnəns ipa
guide other forms maintenances if you make sure that your house or car or even a database stays in
good working condition you are keeping up on the maintenance min maintenance and reliability are
essential to running a business in today s economy with increasing global competition and tightened
markets it s critical to deliver a high quality product consistently it s also essential to offer your
customers the best possible service all while keeping costs down if it sounds like a lot
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maintenance definition meaning merriam webster

May 27 2024

the meaning of maintenance is the act of maintaining the state of being maintained support how to
use maintenance in a sentence

maintenance definition benefits and uses safetyculture

Apr 26 2024

maintenance otherwise known as technical maintenance refers to a set of processes and practices that
aim to ensure the continuous and efficient operation of machinery equipment and other types of
assets typically used in business

the 6 types of maintenance explained toolsense

Mar 25 2024

the different types of maintenance strategies include preventive maintenance includes regular and
periodic time based schedules corrective maintenance occurs when an issue is noticed predetermined
maintenance follows a factory schedule condition based maintenance occurs when a situation or
condition indicates maintenance

maintenance definition meaning dictionary com

Feb 24 2024

maintenance refers to care or upkeep as of machinery or property or to the means of upkeep support
or subsistence how is maintenance different from living and livelihood find out on thesaurus com

what is maintenance types of maintenance automationforum

Jan 23 2024

understand about the most important concepts of maintenance preventive predictive and reactive
maintenance strategies explore key areas like reliability centered maintenance condition based
predictive maintenance and iso standards for effective asset management
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different types of maintenance safetyculture

Dec 22 2023

maintenance in the workplace refers to the process of ensuring a certain equipment machine item or
facility is in good and working order before and after use it comes in different types namely
preventive maintenance corrective maintenance condition based maintenance planned maintenance
predictive maintenance risk based maintenance

what is maintenance repair and operations ibm

Nov 21 2023

maintenance repair and operations mro are a discipline that manages both the day to day as well as
the long term process around manufacturing materials equipment and even the actual factory itself
allowing manufacturers to respond to supply chain issues proactively or in real time

equipment maintenance the ultimate guide safetyculture

Oct 20 2023

what is equipment maintenance equipment maintenance is preserving the operational reliability and
functionality of various assets within a business including mechanical machinery tools vehicles and
technological systems it can be classified into various types preventive predictive and corrective

what is preventive maintenance ibm

Sep 19 2023

preventive maintenance is the act of performing regularly scheduled maintenance activities to help
prevent unexpected failures in the future put simply it s about fixing things before they break how
does preventative maintenance work

what is equipment maintenance ibm

Aug 18 2023

equipment maintenance refers to maintenance activities performed by businesses to keep their
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equipment in proper working order in addition to inventory management equipment maintenance
includes both upkeep that is performed regularly including proactive maintenance as well as any
necessary maintenance tasks

maintenance english meaning cambridge dictionary

Jul 17 2023

the process of keeping or continuing something the office is charged with the maintenance of
customary practices and ceremonies maintenance noun u preserving the work needed to keep
something in good condition bridges require a lot of maintenance

maintenance definition in the cambridge english dictionary

Jun 16 2023

the work needed to keep a road building machine etc in good condition old houses need a lot of
maintenance there are thorough maintenance checks on each plane before takeoff the magazine offers
tips on cutting your house maintenance costs fewer examples

what s the difference between maintenance and repair

May 15 2023

most maintenance teams have two goals to make machines as reliable as possible to keep machines
available and operating for as long as possible utilizing maintenance especially the right types makes
those goals a real possibility types of maintenance

types of maintenance explained when and how to use different

Apr 14 2023

proper maintenance strategies are the key to maximizing equipment performance reducing costs and
increasing productivity learn how to choose the right maintenance approach to ensure optimal
equipment performance minimize downtime and improve the bottom line manaswini rao
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maintenance noun definition pictures pronunciation and

Mar 13 2023

noun ˈmeɪntənəns uncountable the act of keeping something in good condition by checking or
repairing it regularly the school pays for heating and the maintenance of the buildings car
maintenance see also high maintenance low maintenance extra examples oxford collocations
dictionary definitions on the go

types of maintenance definitions benefits cost examples

Feb 12 2023

learn about the different types of maintenance and see which types you should incooperate into your
maintenance strategy for your business

maintenance wikipedia

Jan 11 2023

the technical meaning of maintenance involves functional checks servicing repairing or replacing of
necessary devices equipment machinery building infrastructure and supporting utilities in industrial
business and residential installations

the 9 types of maintenance how to choose the right strategy

Dec 10 2022

there are 9 maintenance types split between preventive maintenance and corrective maintenance
preventive maintenance is done before a failure occurs and consists of maintenance types like time
based maintenance failure finding maintenance risk based maintenance condition based maintenance
and predictive maintenance

maintenance definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com

Nov 09 2022

maintenance ˈmeɪntnɪns ˈmeɪntɪnəns ipa guide other forms maintenances if you make sure that your
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house or car or even a database stays in good working condition you are keeping up on the
maintenance

10 reasons why maintenance and reliability matters

Oct 08 2022

min maintenance and reliability are essential to running a business in today s economy with
increasing global competition and tightened markets it s critical to deliver a high quality product
consistently it s also essential to offer your customers the best possible service all while keeping costs
down if it sounds like a lot
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